
 

Extended information BUFF® Filter Mask 

Barcelona, Spain, June 8, 2020. They have become an everyday sight: face masks are indispensable 

companions for daily activities. BUFF® introduces the new BUFF® Filter Mask, which offers reliable 

comfort in an innovative design. The mask comes with a replaceable filter system. The Filter meets 

the performance requirements of the standard for surgical masks (UNE EN 14683), with 98% of 

Bacterial Filtration Efficiency (BFE%) and High Breathability. 

 

Whether shopping for groceries or riding on public transport, face masks are now part of everyday 

life on the streets of the world. And they are likely to remain so for some time to come. Their 

variants are diverse, but all of these masks serve the same purpose: to assure that people treat one 

another with respect. With its reusable BUFF® Filter Mask, BUFF® presents an innovative new 

development from its own company.  

The three-layer mask is made of CoolNet UV+ fabric, which is manufactured from 95% recycled 

polyester. The mask includes a replaceable filter system, developed by the Finnish specialists at the 

Ahlstrom-Munksjö company, with 98% bacterial filtration efficiency. The Filter complies with the 

standard for surgical masks (UNE EN 14683) of Bacterial Filtration Efficiency (BFE%) and Differential 

Pressure, so guarantees the least resistance to breathing. Furthermore, the HeiQ ViroBlock® 

technology, an antibacterial treatment, applied to the inside pocket fabric of the mask protects it 

from microbes and germs, while simultaneously helping to control odors. This special coating lasts 

through as many as ten washes at 60° Celsius. 

Adjustable fit and low weight make the BUFF® Filter Mask comfortable to wear, even during 

prolonged use. Its ergonomic design avoids unpleasant pressure points behind the ears because the 

mask is attached around the back of the head and the nape of the neck, so the wearer scarcely feels 

it at all. A version for adults and an optimized model for children reliably guarantee wearing comfort. 

Developed and manufactured at Igualada in the province of Barcelona, the BUFF® Filter Mask is now 

available in several different designs.  

 

Link to the graphic material 
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